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ABSTRACT

1.
1

In this technical demo we present repoVizz , an integrated
online system capable of structural formatting and remote
storage, browsing, exchange, annotation, and visualization
of synchronous multi-modal, time-aligned data. Motivated
by a growing need for data-driven collaborative research,
repoVizz aims to resolve commonly encountered difficulties
in sharing or browsing large collections of multi-modal data.
At its current state, repoVizz is designed to hold time-aligned
streams of heterogeneous data: audio, video, motion capture, physiological signals, extracted descriptors, annotations, et cetera. Most popular formats for audio and video
are supported, while Broadcast WAVE or CSV formats are
adopted for streams other than audio or video (e.g., motion
capture or physiological signals). The data itself is structured via customized XML files, allowing the user to (re-)
organize multi-modal data in any hierarchical manner, as the
XML structure only holds metadata and pointers to data
files. Datasets are stored in an online database, allowing
the user to interact with the data remotely through a powerful HTML5 visual interface accessible from any standard
web browser; this feature can be considered a key aspect
of repoVizz since data can be explored, annotated, or visualized from any location or device. Data exchange and
upload/download is made easy and secure via a number of
data conversion tools and a user/permission management
system.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
E.5 [Files]: Organization - structure; E.2 [Data Storage
Representations]
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INTRODUCTION

Multi-modal data stream acquisition and analysis constitute a major pursuit in much of today’s data-driven scientific research. The lack of common formats and structured
storage tools for heterogeneous data forces researchers to
use ad-hoc formatting schemes and software tools developed
in house. Despite the obvious potential offered by collaborative, exchange-driven research, difficulties often found in
sharing or browsing data sets are impeding research collaboration and cross-fertilization. As a response to the needs
imposed by the challenging nature of international research
collaborations, including the EU FET project SIEMPRE
grounded on multi-modal data capture, analysis and exchange, we aimed at (i) defining the structure of data coming from multi-modal recordings, (ii) creating a repository
to store and share multi-modal datasets collected in research
experiments dealing with music performance, and (iii) implementing a tool to visualize acquired data and make annotations in a user-friendly and flexible manner. The goal was
to open research results and share data with the research
community. This drove us to develop a flexible framework
for data formatting, storage, and browsing which allowed
the integration of any kind of data or annotations to come,
and facilitate access through a dedicated portal.

2.

OVERVIEW OF REPOVIZZ

The repoVizz framework[2][1], which is conceptualized over
a classical client-server configuration, comprises of (i) a formatting scheme that enables flexible multi-modal data structuring and aggregation, (ii) a number of tools that allow
the user to convert data to/from formats in agreement with
the repoVizz convention, (iii) a persistence server used as a
(remote-access) repository to host and exchange data, and
(iv) a HTML5-based (client) interface through which it is
possible to browse, visualize, annotate, download, etc. (multimodal) data from any location by using a web browser.
Although not mutually exclusive, two main types of users
can be differentiated. A first type of user, which could be
called Producer, gathers multi-modal data and pushes it into
repoVizz. A second type, the Consumer, accesses repoVizz
in order to visually explore, retrieve (download), annotate,
and/or process existing data. The second type of user would
also include those who, after downloading a dataset (or a
portion/segment of a dataset), apply some (user) analysis/processing and upload their results as additional streams
or annotations (thus editing the dataset). The data lifecycle
in repoVizz, which mixes its use from the two aforementioned user types, is illustrated in Figure 1.
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The repoVizz Visualizer

The web interface has been built following a multi-track configuration where signals of different natures and sample rates
can be synchronously visualized, played back, re-arranged,
etc. Moreover, users may select a data segment directly from
the multi-track interface and download a Datapack containing all synchronized data streams and annotations within the
chosen time range. The portal also provides tools to convert
downloaded data to popular formats such as Matlab structs.
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Figure 1: Overview of the data lifecycle in repoVizz.

2.1

Data formatting and structuring

The first and most important step for pushing data into
repoVizz comes when defining the structure of the multimodal dataset. In repoVizz, data structuring is carried out
via a customizable XML file, called repoVizz Struct, that
serves as a flexible, tree-like skeleton for organizing the contents of the dataset. The nodes of a repoVizz Struct enable
hierarchical organization of data streams and annotations,
and are used to hold text descriptions and pointers to data
files. repoVizz provides, via its portal, the repoVizz Designer, a java application that allows to create and edit repoVizz Structs in a visual manner, so the user won’t need to
manually edit an XML file, but rather enter the appropriate
contents into fields defining category tags, data types, file
names, etc. Altogether, a Struct and all pointed data files
constitute a repoVizz Datapack, which is uploaded by the
user as a .zip file (automatically generated by the repoVizz
Designer) via the repoVizz portal.

2.2

Figure 3: Screenshot of the repoVizz Visualizer, featuring some signals from computed descriptors, an
audio file, annotations, video and motion capture.
In Figure 3 the repoVizz visualizer shows an example of
how a multimodal recording, in this case of a string quartet, can be visualized within a web browser, audio and video
streams can be played in sync, motion capture data can be
visualized using the 3D visualization widget and features
extracted from audio and instrumental gestures can be visualized simultaneously. More details about the visualizer
can be found in the demo video[1].

The repoVizz Server

Once a repoVizz Datapack has been uploaded, some preprocessing and/or feature extraction is carried out in the
server, before files are stored and indexed for subsequent access. The Producer can grant access to other (or all) users
to access/visualize, annotate, or even edit and download the
data. From that moment, Consumers can access the portal
and navigate through the existing Datapacks, visualize signals, provide annotations, add signals, etc. by means of a
powerful, flexible HTML5 web interface that allows interacting with the data without the need to download.
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Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the repoVizz
server structure.
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